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Abstract: Over the wide range of incident energy (£i,i>='l0~l70 MeV)

and target mass number 04=12-208), projectile breakup effects in

the elastic scattering of 'Li have been investigated vith a

microscopic coupled-channel method. The coupling to the 8Li—cc+d

breakup process is treated vith the method of coupled discretized

continuum channels (CDCC). 'Li-target interactions are provided by

the folding of the M3Y effective nucleon-nucleon potential with

nucleon densities of colliding nuclei. The calculation well repro-

duces the observed elastic scattering for all the targets and

incident energies vithout any renormalization in the real folding

potentials. The breakup effect is found to depend little on the

energy and target, vhich is confirmed by calculating the dynamical

polarization potentials induced by the coupling to the breakup

process. Almost irrespectively of energy and target, the potential

has a repulsive real part with strength of about 40* of the folding

potential in addition to a negligible imaginary part, vhich

explains well the empirical reduction factor of the double-folding

model. Discussions are Bade on the origin of repulsive nature of

the breakup effect.



1. Introduction

The double-folding (DF) model" is one of the attempt to

understand inter-nucleus potentials from a semi-microscopic point

of view. In this model, the real part of the inter-nucleus poten-

tial is constructed by the folding of the effective nucleon-nucleon

potential of M3Y type'-21 with nucleon density distributions of

colliding nuclei in their ground states. The real potential

obtained is multiplied by a renortnalization factor, <VR , which is a

free parameter, while a flexible shape such as a Woods-Saxon form

is assumed for the imaginary part of the potential. Optimum values

of the imaginary-poitential parameters as well as of Afa are sear-

ched in such a way that observed differential cross sections are

reproduced by the single-channel calculation with the potential. In

spite of the simple assumption for the real potential, the DF model

has been successful for elastic scattering of various heavy ions at

relatively low incident energies (Ei»b/Ap< 20 MeV)," where the word

"successful" means that the optimum value of MR is very close to

unity. The success of the model may imply that, for the cases

investigated so far, dynamical polarization potentials induced by

couplings to non-elastic channels are predominantly imaginary and

the real part is negligible compared with the folding potential.

Exception to the success of the DF model has been the elastic

scattering of 6Li, 7Li and 'Be,'-3"91 for which /VR must be reduced

artificially by a factor of about two. WR=0.5~0.6; as long as WR is

kept fixed at unity, one cannot reproduce the observed elastic

scattering. This occurs almost independently of the incident energy

and target mass number.ia The anomaly has been taken to imply that
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a strongly repulsive real potential is induced by some unknown

effects. Since the breakup threshold energy is very small for the

three nuclei, it has been stated that the strong reduction of WR

might be due to the effect of projectile breakup. In fact, a

significant effect of 6Li—a+d breakup on the elastic scattering of

6Li by I2C , 40Ca and ^Pb at 156 MeV was demonstrated by Thompson

and Nagarajan™ with an adiabatic three-body model,"1 in vhich

6Li-target interactions were assumed to be the SUB of a-target and

d-target optical potentials. Though the interactions they used are

not directly related to the double-folding interactions, their

result strongly suggests that the breakup effect can be a candidate

for the origin of NR=0.5~0.6.ia

A direct evidence of the relation betveen 8Li breakup and the

renormalization factor (NR»0 .5~0.6) was given by Sakuragi, Yahiro

and Kamimura with a microscopic coupled-channel (CC) method;131

since they employed the H3Y double-folding interactions, the DF

nodel is a special case, i.e. the single-channel case, of their CC

framework. In the framework, couplings to the breakup process are

treated explicitly with the method of coupled discretized continuum

channels (COCC)'*"'71 which is essentially based on truncations and

discretizations of breakup continua. Through the CDCC analysis of

the elastic scattering of 8Li by aSi at 99 MeV and by wCa at 156

MeV, they provided a direct evidence of the repulsive effect of the

8Li breakup; considering the coupling to the breakup process,

excellent fits to the observed differential cross sections were

obtained without any renormalization to the real potential. They

also calculated the dynamical polarization (DP) potential induced

by the coupling in the form of a wave-function equivalent local
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potential. It vas found that, in the surface region vhich is most

sensitive to the scattering, the real part of the potential was

indeed strongly repulsive so as to account for the reduction factor

WR=0.5~0.6 in the DF model. Another striking feature was that the

induced imaginary part was negligibly small in the surface region.

Thus, the DP potential induced by the breakup process is completely

different froa well-known types of the potential induced by excita-

tions of phonon-like states;'" the latter is known to be dominated

by the imaginary part.

Similar investigations of projectile breakup effects have been

made on the scattering of 7Li and the reduction factor has also

been removed by inclusion of the breakup effects.""a)

Although the previous CDCC study of ref.13 precisely explained

the origin of the renormalization factor in the DF model, the

incident energies and target nuclei investigated there were limited

to few cases. Since the anomaly occurs almost independently of

energy and target,'l5) the systematic investigation of the breakup

effect over a wide range of incident energy and target mass number

would be of great value for confirming the conclusion of ref.13 and

peeking through the underlying reaction mechanism. In this paper,

we make systematic CDCC analyses of the aLi elastic scattering over

the wide range of incident energy, E\^,^30-l70 MeV, and target mass

number, A=l2-208.

In section 2, we describe essential points of the microscopic

coupled-channel formalism. The CDCC analyses of the breakup effect

on the elastic scattering are performed in section 3, where the

energy and target dependence of the effect are discussed. In

section 4, the dynamical polarization potential due to the breakup
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process is calculated for several energies and target nuclei.

Discussions are given on the repulsive nature of the breakup effect

in section 5. The last section is devoted to the summary.

2. Microscopic coupled-channel formalism

The full details of the microscopic coupled-channel formalism

including the treatment of 6Li breakup states were described in

ref.13. In this section, ve briefly summarize essential points of

the method.

2.1. MICROSCOPIC a-d CLUSTER-MODEL WAVE FUNCTIONS OF 8Li

In the microscopic a-d cluster model, the totally antisym-

aetrized wave functions are written as

l/-orii(aLi;g.s. ) = ^ { (P(a)(?>|.<d)®u,.o(r'(r)]i-K } (2.1)

for the ground state, and

; k) = &{ «)(a)(«>i-(d)®ui<"(fc,r)],( } (2.2)

for the a-d scattering state with the asymptotic momentum tik .

Here, p(a) and <or(d) are the internal wave functions of alpha and

deuteron clusters, and ui(r) represents the a—d relative motion

with the angular momentum til ; 5&? stands for the total antisyn-

metrization operator among six nucleons.

ui»(" is assumed to satisfy an integro-differential equation of

an orthogonality condition model (OCM),23'
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•N/I-KI-^-V 2 + V.,, + a,., •/.„(=»' - E ] V ^ K - U I . ' » = 0 . (2.3)

which is known to be a good approximation of the resonuLing group

method (RGM)2*'. Here, e is the a-d cm. energy and tir is the a-d

reduced mass, and K is the exchange-overlap kernel. The local

potentials V,ff(r) and V«rr(S0)(r) are the effective central and

spin-orbit potentials which are functions of the a-d relative

distance r and are parametrized here by a two-range Gaussian form

and by a two-range Gaussian derivative form, respectively; aij

stands for (1(1+1)-l(i + 1)-l(l + l ))/2. Since our aim here is just to

prepare reliable internal wave functions of 'Li, we choose the

potential parameters (-dependency in such a way that the energies

of -he ground state, e=-1.47 MeV, and the 3* resoance state, E=0.71

MeV, and the a-d scattering phase shifts are reproduced

satisfactorily13' .

The microscopic wave functions are obtained by inserting ui»(" ,

the solution of eq.(2.3), into eqs.(2.1) and (2.2). The calculated

wave functions of the ground and 3*-resonance states reproduce well

the elastic and inelastic (l*-3*) electron-scattering form factors.

The calculated value of the r.n.s. charge radius of the ground

state is 2.58 fm and that of the B(E2;l"-3* ) strength is 27.8

fm*e2 , which agree well the empirical values28 of 2.56± 0.05 fm and

21.8± 4.8 fm'e2 , respectively.

In the CC calculations shown below, we switch off V.ff
(S0) in

eq.(2.3) to save the computational time: namely, we neglect the

deuteron spin after performing the examination of the wave func-

tions described above and re-calculate ui. using only the central

potential, V,lt, with its paramters unchanged. The ground-state wave
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function is unchanged by this approximation, vhereas the D-vave

resonances (3*. 2* and I*) become degenerate at e^Z MeV with the

width of about 1 MeV. The neglect of deuteron spin much reduces the

computational time for the CC calculation of 6Li scattering, while

final results of the calculation differ little from those obtained

by the calculation with deuteron spin. To simplify formulae in this

approximation, we introduce the following new notations

*x>(8Li;g.s. ) » ^{ «,(cc)«i(d)uoo(r) } (2.4)

for the ground state (l*m=O) wave function and

Vi.(8Li;fc) - S^{ 9(a)p(d)ui.(fc,r) ) (2.5)

for the scattering state wave function with the angular momentum

hi and the momentum ftfc .

2.2. DISCRETIZATION OF ot-d CONTINUA

The total wave function of the 8Li-target system with total

angular momentum J and its z-component H is expanded in terms of

the 8Li internal-state wave functions

*m

dfc }-$om. (2.6)

where H.L is the orbital angular momentum (I J-l isLSJ+l) . «om

stands for the ground-state wave function of the target nucleus. In
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the equation, l^x and t^ are introduced to truncate the three-body

model space. The wave functions W ' (Po.fl) and XILU) (Pt.S) describe

the 6Li-target relative motion in the incident channel and in the

breakup channel, respectively. hPo and ftPt are the asymptotic

momenta of the relative motion in the corresponding channels.

The truncated fc-continuum in eq.(2.6) is divided into finite

number of narrow bins as (fci-i.fcO (i = I~W) with fco=0 and fcN=fc«x .

Though N could depend on 1 in principle, we drop the suffix I for

simplicity of notation. For each bin, any xnin (Pt.fl) within the bin

is assumed to be proportional to the function XII.1'" (P. .fi) with a

proportinal constant fn(k) which is the function of k,

xiL{J)(Pk.R) i fu(k)xn(1HPi.R). (3.7)

Here flPi is the 3Li-target relative momentum associated with the

mean energy'31 e< of the ith interval (fcj-i,fc<) . For a "non-resonant"

bin where no o-d resonance exsists, we take fu(k)=\ , which implies

that we assume the relative motion between 9Li and target may not

change so much with it within the narrow interval. This will be

reasonable assumption when the interval is sufficiently small. For

the "resonance" bin where the a-d resonance with the width f

exsists at E=erl,, we take /u(fc)=l (ir/2)/(Efc-Ej + ir/2)| , where

£i=e™,.'3'

Under the assumption of eq.(2.7), total wave function is

written as

E E E ($ii(8l-i)®XiH.c'"(fi)|jH-*om (2.8)
1-0 L i-C or I

with
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(2.9)

(2.10)

Nu = £ ' (/ii(fc»2dfc, (2.11)

where new notations Ji-o.i-o^i )=Vi-o(6Li ,g.s. ) and

ii-o. i-o.i.'•" (ft)—ZI-O.L'1" (Po,S) have been used for the incident channel.

The summation over i in eq.(2.8) includes i=0 only when !=0.

In practical CC calculations of 6 Li scattering, we take I««x=2

(S, P and D waves), W=4 and fc««=1.5 fm"'. These values have been

confirmed in ref.I3 to be sufficient i"or the convergence of the

calculated cross sections as well as the S-matrix elements of the

elastic scattering. The discretized model space adopted here is

illustrated in Fig.l, where the lowest bin of the D wave (1=2) is

the resonance bin mentioned above and the rest are the non-resonant

bins.

2.3. COUPLED-CHANNEL EQUATIONS WITH DOUBLE-FOLDING INTERACTIONS

Now we introduce the radial wave function iiH.1J)(fl) by

iuui(n(R) = XUL(1HR) ilru((*)/fi. (2-12)

The coupled-channel (CC) equations for XULIJ)(R)' S are now written

as
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- E (NR+iWi)^iil..iTL-w>(fl)ZiTfw)(R) • (2.13)
n-L'

( i=CK,V: 1=0

The real part of the diagonal and coupling sLi-target potentials.

VuL.i'VLA1) (R) • are calculated by doubly-folding the effective

nucleon-nucleon interaction, UKN • with the nucleon density distri-

butions of the target and 6Li:

xS>vm(ri+R~ri

x /V(J,*(R)Pi!..iT.
i(R)Y!.v(£>dfi , (2.14.)

where

îl..i'IV(R) » J PT(rT)3ii..ii|-.-<rp)u»iCr?+R-rT)<irpdrt . (2.15)

Here, pT(rr) is the ground-state nucleon density of the target

nucleus vith mass number A, vhich is defined as
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= ( «omlE«(rJ-rT)l*o
(r) ), (2.16)

i-o

and pit..,•!••• (rp) is the 6Li density between the states $M«(6Li) and

$(•!••• (sLi) . which is cal ̂-ilated with the use of 6 Li wave functions

obtained above as

Pil..riv(n>) = ( fe.(6Li)l2_,o(rJ-rp)|tfrivn.i) ) . (2.17)
1-1

In this paper, we analyze the elastic scattering of sLi by

I2C , ^Si , 40Ca , **Ca , ^Ni and ^Pb . The ground-state nucleon

densities of 28Si , *°Ca and ^Ni are taken to be tha same as those

adopted in the double-folding model study of ref.3, whereas

Hartree-Fock densities28' are adopted for 48Ca and ^Pb . As for I2C .

we use the density calculated by Kamimura2" with the 3a-RGM wave

function. All these densities have been examined as to whether they

could reproduce the observed electron-scattering form factors and

the r.m.s. radii.

As for the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction, vm , we use

the spin- and isospin-singiet (S=T=0) component of the M3Y

interaction2' with a pseudo-potential which simulates the contribu-

tion from single-nucleon knock-on exchange." The explicit form is

written as

H=7 - 3oo-8(r), (2.18)

where all energies are given in MeV and lengths in fm. The strength

3oo of the pseudo-potential varies with bomberding energy," but
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the variation is small, (less than 1% in volume-integral value) over

the energy range £/Ap=5~30 HeV (Ap being projectile mass number) of

interest here. Therefore, we ignore the energy dependence and use a

fixed value of Joo=262 MeVfm3, which is evaluated at £/Ap=l0 M<rV."

In the CC equations (2.13), Nn is kept fixed at unity

throughout the CC calculation. On the other hand, the imaginary

part of the diagonal and coupling potentials is simply assumed to

have the same geometry of the corresponding real part. .V| is the

strength factor of the imaginary part which is taken to be common

to all the potentials in the CC equations. The value of Ni is the

only adjustable parameter in the present CC framework, which is

determined in such a way that the CC calculation reproduces the

observed differential cross section. Since the projectile breakup

processes are very peripheral phenomena,131 especially of the heavy

ions, the present assumption for the imaginary potentials nay be

sufficient for discussions about the essential features of the

breakup effect on the elastic scattering.

The coupling due to the Coulomb interaction is neglected here

for simplicity. The usual Coulomb potential VcoulO?) for the

uniform-charge-density shape with a radius Rc=l-2(6I/3 +AI/3) fn is

assumed commonly for all the channels in eq.(2.13). The effect of

the Coulomb coupling is expected to be small except at low incident

energies comparable with the Coulomb barrier.

The single-channel case of the present CC framework

corresponds to the case of /VR=1 of the DF model, in which the shape

of the imaginary potential is taken to be the same as that of the

real part, though more flexible shape is allowed to be used in the

DF model. Thus, it is possible to discuss directly the relation



between the projectile breakup effect and the 'unhappiness reduc-

tion factor" of NR=0.5M).6 of the DF model.

3. Results

3.1. COUPLED-CHANNEL CALCULATIONS

The coupled-channel (CC) calculations including the breakup

channels of fig.I have been performed for the 8Li scattering by I2C

at 50.6, 99, 123.5, 156 and 168.6 MeV. by ^Si at 46, 99, 135 and

154 MeV, by *°Ca at 50.6, 88, 99 and 156 MeV, by *"Ca at 34 MeV, by

MNi at 50.6, 73.7 and 99 MeV and by ""Pb at 36, 42, 50.6. 73.7,

88, 99 and 156 MeV. The calculated elastic cross sections are

grouped according to incident energy and shown by the solid lines

in figs.2-7. In general, the CC calculation with NR=1 successfully

reproduces the experimental data3-22-28"37' for all the targets and the

incident energies investigated here. The result inplies that the

projectile breakup effect well accounts for the reduction factor of

NR=0.5~0.6 required in the DF-model (single-channel) studies of 4Li

scattering. Going into details, the fit to the data for *°Ca at 88

MeV is exceptionally poor, which may, however, be due to an uncer-

tainty of the experimental data since the data vere known to have

suffered from experimental difficulties.37' For higher energy cases

in figs.6 and 7, pronounced deviations from the data are observed

at very large scattering angles, which nay be due to rather crude

assumption for the imaginary potential in eq.(2.l3), since, at

higher energies, the cross section at large angles is sensitive to

details of the potential at nuclear interior. An improvement of fit
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at those angles will be discussed later.

In table 1, listed are the optimum values of N| deduced from

the fit to the data with the CC calculation. No significant depen-

dence on energy and target is seen, although smaller values

(Wi=0.4~0.5) are required for 12C and "Ca targets and for low

energy data on ^Pb target. For ^Pb , one should not take seriously

the decrease of Ni at low energies, since the fit to the data is

not perfect around the grazing angle. Those incident energies are

comparable with the Coulomb-barrier height for ^Pb and considera-

ble effects (eg. long-range absorption) may be expected from the

Coulomb excitation of the projectile and target which has been

neglected in the present CC calculation.

The dotted lines in figs.2-7 show the single-channel calcula-

tion with the use of the same values of WR(=1) and N[ as those for

the corresponding CC calculation. A significant effect of the

breakup channels on the elastic scattering is seen by the diff-

ernece between the dotted line and the solid one. It is known131

that a large fraction of the difference stems from the coupling to

the D—wave resonance channel, although non-negligible contributions

arise also from the non-resonant breakup channels. It should also

be stressed that the couplings among the breakup channels are quite

important for proper estimation of the breakup effects.13'

At first sight of figs.2-7, one would consider that the

breakup effect on the elastic cross section varies much with the

incident energy and target mass number. For light targets, for

which the angular distribution shows the Fraunhofer diffraction

pattern, the breakup effect reduces the cross section from the

dotted line to the solid one, while, for heavy targets, the angular
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distribution being the Fresnel type, the cross section increases

with the breakup effect. However, both of them reflect the

repulsive nature of the breakup effect, which can be understood

naturally with the nearside/farside (N/F) decomposition of the

scattering amplitude,3839) as shown below.

3.2. NEARSIDE/FARSIDE DECOMPOSITION

Following ref.38, we decompose the elastic scattering ampli-

tude, /(8), into the nearside and farside components as

/(9) = M 8 ) + /r(8). (3.1 )

where each of /N(9) and /F(8) is the sum of the Coulomb and the

nuclear part, respectively, as

/N(9) » /n(Coul)<e) + /N(nucl) (8). (3.2)

/F<9) = /F
(Cou"(9) + /F ( I"""(8). (3.3)

Here, /N<COUI)(8) (/F"^" (8) ) is the nearside (farside) conponent of

the Coulomb amplitude which is expressed with analytic functions.381

The nuclear part of the nearside and the farside component is

expressed with the calculated S-natrix element for the elastic

scattering, Si , as

/NF(rucl)(8) = 4r: E(2L+I)exp(2ia(.(O>(l-SL)-«L
(t)(cose), (3.4)

where ft/*' (ft/"' ) is the nearside (farside) component of the

Legendre polynomial.38' and oi/0 is the Coulomb phase shift.

Figures 8a and 8b show the N/F decomposition of the scattering
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of 6Li by ^Si and ^Pb at 99 MeV. Both single-channel result and

the CC one have been decomposed, where SL'S in eq.(3.4) are given

by the single-channel and the CC calculation, respectively. The

dotted and the dashed line show the individual contributions from

the nearside and the farside component, respectively, and the solid

line shows their coherent sun. In the single-channel case for ^Si

target, the Fraunhofer crossover381 between the nearside and the

farside occurs around 8»it5' and the farside dominates the scat-

tering for angles larger than the crossover point, which is call

the farside tail.31^ The tail has reduced down in the CC calcula-

tion. Hence, the decrease of the cross section for those angles

fro« the single-channel to the CC, as seen in fig.5 for aSi

target, is now understood as the result of the decrease of the

farside tail. Conversely, the nearside component increases by the

CC effect, which leads to that both components interfere hardly

over the wide range of angle around the crossover point in the CC

calculation, the coherent sun of them (solid line) reproducing the

experimental data very well. For 208Pb target, the breakup effect

also causes an increase (decrease) in the nearside (farside)

component. However, the scattering by the target is dominated by

the nearside for most angles of interest here, which is due to the

strong Coulomb repulsion.39' Thus, one may understand the reason for

the increase with damped oscillation of the cross section at large

angles by the CC effect, as seen in fig.5

Since, in general, the attractive real potential plays a role

of converging lens, the reduction of the real-potential strength

causes a decrease of the farside amplitude while an increase of the

nearside one.39' Therefore, both the decrease of the farside-
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dominant cross section for ^Si target and the increase of the

nearside-dominant one for ^Pb target in figs.8a and 8b reflect the

reduction in strength of the attractive (real) potential by the

breakup effect. In fact, the results of the CC calculation can be

simulated well131 by the single-channel calculation vith the renor-

malization factor, WR=0.5~0.6, vhich is well known as the unhappi—

ness /actor in the DF model studies of the 8Li scattering. '••J"9)

With the above consideration kept in mind, one may easily

understand that, for other targets and/or energies in figs.2-7, the

change in the cross section from dotted iine to the solid one

reflects the repulsive nature of the 6Li-breakup effect.

3.3. AN IMPROVEMENT OF FIT FOR HIGHER-ENERGY SCATTERING

At higher incident energies, the fit to the data at large

angles becomes rather poor (see figs.6 and 7) even by the CC

calculation including the coupling to the breakup process, although

large effects of the breakup are still evident. In the present CC

framework, we have simply assumed the sane geometrical form for the

imaginary potentials as that of the corresponding real potentials

(cf. eq.(2.13)). As shown above, the assumption has been sufficient

to discuss the essential points of the significant effect of the

breakup process, which, however, may be somewhat too crude to go

the length of assuring an excellent fit to the large-angle scatter-

ing at the higher incident energies. At those energies, cross

sections at large angles are very sensitive to details of the

potential at nuclear interior, which is indeed supported by the

fact that the observed large-angle scattering in fig.6 displays a

nucieai—rainbow-1 ike enhancement.5'
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It turns out that much better fit to the data at those angles

is obtained with a modified CC calculation (the dashed line in

fig.6), the only difference from the previous CC calculation (the

solid line) being that the imaginary potential in the incident

channel is replaced by a phenomenological one vith the Woods-Saxcn

shape, while other potentials being unchanged. If the channel

coupling induced an additional imaginery potential in the incident

channel, it would be difficult (or at least tedious) to find out

such a phenomenological bare potential*0^ vith which the CC calcula-

tion fit the data, since the automatic potential search vith the CC

calculation requires a large amount of computing time. In the

present case, however, the coupling of the breakup channels induces

chiefly a real potential of repulsive nature and the contribution

to the imaginary part is negligible, as will be shown belov. Since

the repulsive effect of the coupling can be simulated veil simply

by the renormalization, iVRi0.6, to the real potential in the

DF-model calculation (single channel), the bare imaginary potential

for the modified CC calculation must be closed to the imaginary

potential obtained by the DF-model fit to the elastic scattering up

to large angles. Thus, ve adopt the latter as the bare imaginary

potential.

The dashed line in fig.6 shows an example of such a nodified

CC calculation of the scattering by aSi at £IJ,=135 MeV. The

parameter values for the bare imaginary potential are following;

1̂ 0=27.46 MeV, Ri=l .7 • AT"3 fm where AT=28 , and ai=0.908 fn, vhich

have been obtained by the DF-model analysis of the saae

scattering.5'
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4. Dynamical polarization potential

In order to confirm the repulsive nature of the breakup effect

quantitatively, we calculate the dynamical polarization (DP) poten-

tial due to the breakup channels in the form of the wave-function-

equivalent local potential. The real and the imaginary part of the

potential are defined as13'

AV(fl(R) = fit [ £ EWR+iWi)(
>oO(.,ii.<-"(fi)iiii.

(J)<R)/zooj<J>(R> 1. (4.1)

and

2 E (4.2)

where Nn is kept fixed at unity and N\ is taken to be the optimum

value for the corresponding CC calculation listed in table 1.

Before the discussion about the property of the DP potential,

one should note that, in the heavy-ion scattering like the present

case, the elastic scattering is almost insensitive to the potential

in the nuclear interior, except few cases mentioned before. The

detail of the potential in the internal region is completely Basked

by the strong absorptive potential. As a measure useful for defin-

ing the insensitive internal region, we adopt the change of the

modulus of the elastic S-matrix element by less than IS against the

switching-off of the DP potential in the region.l3) In such an

insensitive region, the modulus of the incident-channel wave

function, I£OOJ(J> (R) I , has been found empirically to be less than

about 10% of its maximum value in the asymptotic region. Thus, ve
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use the value of R satisfying the relation Iiooj(J) (R)I^O. 1 Izoo/J> (~) I

as the measure for defining the insensitive region.

We first examine the angular momentum dependence of the DP

potential. In fig.9, we show the real f.nd the imaginary part of the

DP potential, AVW) and AV(J) respectively, at nuclear surface in the

case of J=0, 10. 21, 25 and 28 of 6Li+28Si scattering at 99 MeV.

Although the position of the boundary between the internal

(insensitive) and the peripheral region depends on J, the

'insensitive region' illustrated in fig.9 is for J=21; the position

is around 4 fm for J=0 and around 6 fm for J=28. Since the grazing

angular momentum, J(r , is 23 in the present case, the DP potentials

for J=0 and J=10 do not take part in the scattering at all due to

the strong absorption, although we shov thea in the figure for

comparison. The figure shows that the DP potential is almost

independent of J around J,r in the peripheral region.131 For such J,

the potential really has a repulsive real part (AV<J)>0) whose

strength amount up to about 40% of the double-folded real poten-

tial, Voo(R). of the incident channel. In other words,

Voo(fi)+AV(J) (R) may almost 1-independently be approximated well by

~O.6Voo(R). This is just the origin of the reduction of NR in the

DF model for 6Li scattering. The figure also shows that the imagin-

ery part, Alt''"1', is negligibly small in the peripheral region for J

around Jlr . This property, AV>0 and AI/a<0 , of the DP potential due

to the breakup channels is completely different froa that of the

familiar type of the potential due to the excitation of phonon-like

states of nuclei which is usually dominated by an absorptive

imaginary part'" (AV~0 , AV<0 ). The existence of such a new type

of DP potential has first been pointed out in ref.13.
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Secondly, we examine the incident-energy depend? ice of the DP

potential. Since the potential is almost independ' it of J in the

peripheral region, we calculate it for a specific J around JtT for

each incident energy. Figure 10 shows the real and the imaginary

part of the DP potential for the scattering by ^Si at 46, 99 and

135 MeV and for the scattering by ^Pb at 50.6, 99 and 156 HeV. For

both targets, the potential changes little as the incident energy

changes, which explains well the fact that the renormalization

factor of NR=0.5~0.6 occures almost independently of energy in the

DF-nodel studies of eLi scattering.151

Naxt, we examine the dependence of the DP potential on target

mass number. To this end, we calculate the potential for I2C , ̂ Si ,

*°Ca , *Ni and ^Pb at an incident energy of £IJ,=99 MeV, which

corresponds to the CC calculation shown in fig.5. J has been chosen

again to be the one around JIr for each target; note that Jtr is

15, 23, 26, 30 and 38 for I2C . 2aSi , *°Ca , MNi and ^Pb , respec-

tively. The solid and the dashed lines in fig.11 show the real and

the imaginary part, respectively, of the DP potential for those

targets. For comparison, the double-folded real potentials in the

elastic channel are also shown by the dotted lines. For the cases

of ^Si , *°Ca , MNi and ^Pb targets, the potentials are similar to

each other, which satisfy approximately the relationships of

AVW'(R)~ -0.4Vw(R) and Aiir(J) (fl )^0 in the peripheral region. This

result is consistent with the target-independence1'51 of the reduc-

tion factor NR=0.5~0.6 requred in the DF-model studies. For 12C ,

however, the ratio of -LV(n (fi)/Voo(fi) is about 0.2^0.3 which is

somewhat smaller than that for other targets, whereas a weak but

non-negligible imaginary part of absorptive nature, &Wll) (ft )^0, is
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induced. The exceptional nature of the potential for I2C may have

some relation to the neglect of the strong coupling to the target

(I2C ) excitation in the present CC calcuation, and seems to cor-

relate with the fact that, for IZC , the optimum value of Ni for the

CC calculation is somewhat smaller (<0.5) than that for the other

targets (>0.6) as seen in table 1. In fact, as we will see below,

the qualitative feature of the DP potential largely depends on the

strength of imaginary coupling potentials.

All the coupling potentials as well as the diagonal ones are

complex in the present CC framework (cf. eq.(2.13)>. It should be

emphasized that the successful result of the CC calculation shown

in figs.3-7 has been achieved with using complex coupling potenti-

als with NR=1.0 and N|=.0.6. If we switch off the imaginary part of

the coupling potentials in the calculation, we cannot reproduce the

experimental data at all. In order to demonstrate the important

role of the imaginary part of the coupling potentials, we compare

in fig. 12 two kinds of CC calculations for the 8Li+z8Si scattering

at 99 HeV, one with real coupling potentials (WR=1.0 and ty=O.O)

and the other with complex ones (WR=I.O and Ni=0.62). In both

calculations, all the diagonal potentials are set to be complex

with NR=1.0 and Ni=0.62. It is obvious from the comparison that the

complex coupling potentials with W|i0.6 are indispensable for the

proper fit to the data; no matter how widely we changed the value

of N{ for the diagonal potentials, no satisfying fit has been

obtained as long as ve use real coupling potentials. Thus, we see

that the imaginary part of the coupling potentials is very impor-

tant in considering the effects of the 6Li-breakup channels.

Similar importance of the imaginary coupling potentials has been
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pointed out recently in ref.21 for the 7Li scattering by *°Ca at 89

MeV.

These results suggest that the imaginary part of the coupling

potentials is closely related to the qualitative feature of the DP

potential. This is indeed confirmed-by fig.13 which shows the DP

potentials corresponding to the tvo kinds of CC calculations given

in fig.12. The switching-off of the imaginary part of the coupling

potentials causes an essential difference in the qualitative

feature of the DP potential; the strength of the repulsive real

part (AK>0) has been much reduced while a considerable absorptive

imaginary part (&W<0) has grown up, which can hardly account for

the empirical ~40 % renormalization to the real folding potential.

Thus, for a proper estimation of the 8Li breakup effect, it is

quite important to use complex coupling potentials with considera-

ble imaginary part, since the essential feature of the DP potential

due to the coupling is governed by the uixture of the imaginary

part in the complex potential. In the present CC framework, we have

determined the mixture, namely the ratio of Ni/Nn with Ng kept

fixed at unity, phenomenologically in such a way that the CC

calculation reproduces the observed elastic scattering. Through the

CC analyses, the experimental data tell us that /V| must be 0.5--0.S

almost independently of the incident energy and target nucleus (cf.

table 1). This, therefore, implies that the DP potential due to the

6Li breakup is depends little on the energy and target, having a

repulsive real part (AVa< -0.4Voo) and a negligible imaginary part

(AfcsO) . This result of the present CC study is absolutely con-

sistent with the previous finding that the 8Li optical potential is

systematically shallower than the H3Y double-folded potential by
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about 4CK50 % irrespectively of the incident energy and target

nucleus .l5)

5. Discussion

Finally, we try to answer following questions, why the quali-

tative feature of the DP potential is sensitive to the imaginary

part of the coupling potential and vhy such a peculiar type of the

DP potential is generated by the coupling of the breakup process.

A basic role of the imaginary coupling on the DP potential nay

easily be understood by the following consideration. In general,

the DP potential can be written symbolically as

LU = 2 Uo,-G,w-U,o. (5.1)

where (?,-'*' is the Green function in the j'-th channel. Uo,- is the

complex coupling potential between the incident channel (i=0) and

the 3-th channel, which, in the present framework, is given by

Uoj=(Ng+iN\ )VQJ , Vo/ being the real coupling potential. Hence,

eq.{5.1) is rewritten as

A(V = (NR+iNi)2(E V0j-GyW-Vi0 } . (5.2)

Now we define a DP potential induced by the real coupling potential

(Vo,) by

Au = Au+iAai = £ v0j • Gj W • Vi0. (5.3)
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where An and Aui are the real and the imaginary par t , r e spec t ive ly .

Then, the real and the imaginary part of &.U. say AV and LV r e spec -

t ive ly , are written as

AV = { (NR 2 -N| 2 )AU - 2NRW|-Affi }, (5 .4a)

Alt' = { (N,2-N|2)- Alo + 2NRN|-AU }. (5.46)

Precisely speaking, Au itself also depends on the complex factor

(N«+iN\) implicitly through G/*' , because the multi-step transi-

tions among the channels are caused by Ui,= (NR+iN| )V;, , not by V(, .

When the multi-step transitions are less important, Au is, there-

fore, independent of NR and i\'i and AU depends on them only through

the factor of (NR+INI)2 in eq.(5.2); i.e. the (NR.NI )- dependence of

AV and AW is given explicitly by eqs.(5.4a) and (5.4b), respec-

tively. (Since our interest here is the effect of complexness of

the coupling potentials, not of the diagonal ones. Hence, in the

present discussion, NR and Ni for the latter are considered to be

fixed at certain values. )

As is well knovn,18' if the couplings among non-elastic chan-

nels are negligible (i.e. the second-order perturbation is valid),

the potential Au is almost pure imaginary with absorptive nature;

namely Au^O and Ani<0 . In such a case, ve can simply classify the

qualitative feature of AV and Alt' by the ratio of <I=NI/NR as fol-

lows:

(i) In the case of a real coupling, i.e. a=0 ( .V|=0) , the DP

potential of the "conventional type' is induced.
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(5.5)
< 0

(ii) In the case of a strong-imaginary coupling such as a~l

> 0
(5.6)

which is just the type seen in the case of * Li-breakup.

(iii) In the intermediate case between (i) and (ii) such as a=0.5

( NI-NR/2) ,

AV=.-NR2AIB > 0

(5.7)
&.W2.S/4 • N*2Aw < 0

The meaning of these results becomes clear if one rewrite

eqs.(5.4a) and (5.4b) (in the case of Au=O) in the form as

AU = |A(/| -e" , (5.8)

where |AUI =NRZ(1+a2) • IAio| and tan8=(a2-l )/2a . That is, the ratio, a,

of the imaginary coupling to the real one essentially determines

the phase, 6, of the complex DP potential. This is an answer to the

first question mentioned above.

In the second-order perturbation, the '6Li-type' DP potrential

(AV>0 , AV^O ) is realized when a=l (see eq.(5.6)), while such type

of the potential has been generated with as.0.6 in the practical CC

calculation discussed before. For sLi breakup, the multi-step
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transitions among breakup channels are quite strong and the pertur-

bative treatment of the coupling can hardly be valid.13' One then

expects An in eq.(5.3) to have a non-negligible magnitude. In fact,

we have seen in fig.13 that a sizable repulsive real part, AV>0 ,

is generated even vhen we use the real coupling potentials; note

that &v and Aui are nothing but AV ana AW themselves, respectively,

in the case of IVR=1 and iV|=Q in eqs.(5.4). Since Au and Am are of

opposite sign vith each other in fig.13. AV in eq.(5.4b) vanishes

for a value of W| between zero and unity, it being about 0.6 in

actual case (cf. table 1 and figs.9-11), while A/ remains positive

for the value of W|s<0.6 since Au (Aw) is positive (negative). It is

due to this mechanism that the DP potential induced by the

BLi-breakup process has a peculiar property (AV>0 , AfcO ) with

WR=1.0 and W|=<0.6. This is an answer to the second question men-

tioned above.

Finally, we emphasize that the application of the above

discussion is not limitted to the case of 8Li-breakup. The basic

role of the imaginary part in the coupling potentials is quite

general as far as we stand on the present CC framework. In fact,

Kamimura and the present author have reported4" recently that, in

the collisions of I2C with "0 and 13C at Ei^/A^IO^EO MeV, the DP

potential of type (iii) (eq.(5.7)) are really induced by the

coupling to the I2C excited states (including 12C-3ct breakup

channels). T^ey found that the optimum value of iV| for the CC-fit

to the data is about 0.1 at low energies which increases rapidly up

to 0.4 with increasing bomberding energy; accordingly the property

of the DP potential has changed from the type (i) to (iii) with the

increase of energy. The significant energy dependence presents a
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striking contrast to the case of 8Li, and explains veil a

breakdown*1'421 of the DF model with NR=1 for the scattering of I2C

ions at £IJ,/AP^10 MeV.

However, it still remains to be seen why nature favours the

value of /V|~0.6 for 6Li scattering almost independently of energy

and target, while Ni changes with energy for I2C scattering.

6. Summary

In this paper, we investigate the 6Li-a+d breakup effect on

the elastic scattering of 8Li over the wide range of incident

energy (£IJ>«40~170 MeV) «tnd target mass number M T « 1 2 ~ 2 0 8 ) . The

breakup process is treated with the method of coupled discretized

continuua channels (CDCC) together with the M3Y double-folding

interactions. With the single adjustable parameter for the imagi-

nary potentials (Ni) , the CDCC calculation veil describes the

elastic scattering for all the energies and targets; no renormali-

zation is necessary to the real folding potentials (figs.2~7 ). The

breakup effect is found to be almost independent of energy and

target investigated here, which is confirmed explicitly by calcula-

ting the dynamical polarization (DP) potential due to the breakup

channels. The potential has a repulsive real part whose strength

amount up to about 40S of the ground-state folding potential

(AV~ -0.4Voo) and well accounts for the unhappiness factor"

<NR=0.5~0.6) of the DF model, while the imaginary part is negligi-

bly small (Afi^O) . This property of the potential is unchanged with

energy and target (figs.10 and 11). It should be streeded that a
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considerable strength of the imaginary part in the coupling poten-

tial is indispensable for proper fits to the data (fig.12). The

qualitative feature of the DP potential is also affected much by

the value of N\ for the coupling potential (fig.13), which may,

however, be accepted naturally when we understand that simple

relationships (c.f. eqs.(5.4a) and (5.4b)) hold between the DP

potential and the complex coupling strength, NR and /Vi . Therefore,

it can be said that the energy- and target-independence of the

breakup effect, and hence of the DP potential, stem from the fact

that the empirical value of N[ obtained by the CC-fit to the data

stays around N|a.0.6 irrespectively of energy and target, the reason

of which is, however, still open problem. In other words, through

the present CC study, we have developed a phenomenology from the

level of the empirical renormalization in the single-channel DF

model to a more fundamental level, i.e. the origin of the imaginary

part of the effective potentials in coupled-channel theory. At the

present stage, it seems that no one knows a practical prescription,

except phenoaenological ones such as adopted here, to the problem

how to choose the imagianry part of coupling potentials in the CC

framework.
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Table Caption

Table I Optimum values of Afo and Ni for coupled-channel calculations, the value of

IVR being fixed at unity for all cases. J[r is the grazing angular

momentum.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Truncation and discretization of the a-d breakup continua of 6Li. Here, the

spin-orbit potential between a and d, Verr
ts0). has been switched-off. The

number in each box is the mean energy of the bin. The lowest bin of the

D-wave (1=2) stands for the resonance and the rest are the non-resonant

continua.

Fig. 2 Angular distributions of the elastic scattering of 6Li by **Ca at £i»b=34

HeV and by ^ P b at 36 and 42 HeV. The upper angular scale is only for **Ca

target and the lower scale for the others. The solid and the dotted lines

show the results of the CC calculation and the single-channel one,

respectively, vith Nn kept fixed at unity. The experimental data are taken

from refs.28 and 29.

Fig. 3 Same as in fig. 2 but for 6 U scattering by I2C , wCa . MNi and ^ P b at

50.6 MeV and by ^Si at 46 MeV. The data are taken from refs.5 and 30.

Fig. 4 Same as in fig. 2 but for 6Li scattering by *°Ca and ^ P b at 88 MeV and by

^Ni and ^ P b at 73.7 MeV. The data are taken from refs.3I and 32.

Fig. 5 Same as in fig. 2 but for 99 MeV 6Li scattering by 12C , fflSi , *°Ca , ̂ Ni and

a BPb . The data are taken fron ref.3.

Fig. 6 Same as in fig. 2 but for 8Li scattering by ̂ Si at 135 and 154 MeV and by

^Ni and ^ P b at 156 MeV. The data are taken from refs.33^-36.

Fig. 7 Same as in fig. 2 but for 6 U scattering by 12C at 123.5. 156 and 168.6 MeV.
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The data are taken from refs.22 and 36.

Fig. 8 The nearside/farside decomposition of the calculated 6Li scattering by ^Si

(a) and ^ P b (b) at 99 MeV; both the single-channel (upper) and the CC

(lover) results are decomposed into nearside (dotted line) and farside

(dashed line) components; the coherent sum of then is shown by the solid

line.

Fig. 9 The angular-momentum (J) dependence of the DP potential induced by the

coupling to the breakup channels for 6Li t^Si at 99 MeV. AV(J) (All*") is

the real (imaginary) part of the potential for J=0 (dotted), 10

(short-dashed), 21 (long-dashed), 25 (solid) and 28 (dot-dashed). The

folding real potential for the elastic channel with WR=I (VOO) is shown for

comparison. The insensitive region shown is for J=21.

Fig.10 The incident-energy dependence of the DP potential, the real and the

imaginary part of which are shown in the case of 206Pb target (upper) at

50.6, 99 and 156 MeV and ^Si target (lower) at 46, 99 and 135 MeV. The

folding real potential for the elastic channel with NR=1 (VOO) is shown for

comparison.

Fig.U The target-nucleus dependence of the DP potential. The solid (dashed) lines

show the real (imaginary) part of the potential in the case of ̂ P b , ̂ Ni ,

*°Ca , ̂ Si and I2C from top to bottom. The folding potentials in the elastic

channel are also shown by the dotted lines.

Fig.12 Angular distribution of the 6Li +28Si scattering at 99 MeV; the solid

(dashed) line is given by the CC calculation with the complex (real)
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coupling potentials with /^=1.0 and Wi=0.62 (NR=O.0). The diagonal

potentials of all the channels are taken to be complex vith -VR=1.0 and

Ni=0.62 in both calculations. The dotted line is the result of the

single-channel calculation.

Fig.13 The real and the imaginary part of the DP potentials induced by the CC

calculation vith the complex coupling potentials (solid lines) and vith the

real ones (dashed lines) for J=25 of the 6Li +aSi scattering at 99 MeV. The

real folding potential in the elastic channel is also shown by the dotted

line.
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Table 1

target

12C

28Si

40Ca

48Ca

58Ni

2 0 8
Pb

Elab

50.

99

123.

156

169.

46

99

135

154

50.

88

99

156

34

50.

74

99

36

42

50.

74

88

99

156

(MeV)

6

5

6

6

6

6

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

NR

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

NI

.50

.50

.48

.47

.47

.62

.62

.55

.59

.60

.60

.64

.68

.50

.60

.60

.60

.40

.40

.60

.62

.60

.62

.60

11

15

18

20

21

14

23

27

29

17

24

26

33

14

19

25

30

8

13

18

29

35

38

53

ref.

30)

3)

22)

36)

22)

5)

31

331

34)

30)

31)

31

35)

23)

30)

32)

3)

29)

29)

30)

32)

31)

3)

36)
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